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When the Third Reich fell, the Allies 
were Male to make use of a lot of Nazi 
junk. Like the telex machines to the 
Reuters office in Berlin, which up to s 
yeu or two ago still preserved a special 
key with the double lightning-flub of 
the SS, much of Hitler's furniture 
screed the conquerors' purpoms until 
equipment butte for new requirements 
could be introduced. General Gehlen 
was such a piece of junk. Unfortunate-
ly, he stayed in service for another 
twenty-three peen. Long alter his 
espionage machinery hid become ob-
solete and unreliable. the Ceske keys 
continued to tap out the only menage 
they knew Bolshevik Russia is the 
nterale13 arch-enemy of human meths'. 
Sian, only • right-wing authoritarian 
state can recut the Red Terror, anyone 
who doubts either of the above propo 
shines if a "Snienfeind 

Reinhard Golden. a small and reti-
cent man with jug ears, we. the head 
of Freende Reece Oar (Foreign Armies 
East), the German military intelligence 
service on the eastern front during 
World Wee ff. After rho war, ha Fold 
himself, his men, and leas files to the 
Americana on the condition that he be 
allowed to operate autonomously. In 
1955 the -Gehlen Organization" was 
transferred to the Federal Republic 
twirl' the name of "Bandeinacariehl. 
endirasi" (BND). From then until he 
was pushed into retirement in 1968, 
after • long series of mandate and 
official complaints. Gehlen can a West 

Gelman espionage service with 
branches and agents all over the world. 

That is the framework. Wilton it lies a 
Botch landscape of swarming, terrify-
ing, terrified figurer an armed pan-
chutist fleeing from Soviet patrol. in 
Lithuania. a double traitor feasting on 
smuggled lobster., SS veterans training 
subversion muscle to enter KMIllift 
Hungary, and a swan caning packets 
of informstIon under its wing, .Gras a 
Berlin lake. A woman opens her legs to 
Russian officers in Vienna, another is 
led to the guillotine in East Germany 
for high treason. Everywhere, men 
looking over their shoulders are touting 
folders of secrets for dog-earrd seeds of 
money. All them were Gehlen's cree-
torts. Somehow, looking heck on this 
landscape in his memoirs, he can my: 
"My own view was that in the long 
run only he who fights with a epodes 
shield will triumnh." 

Such is Grhlen's view of himself. Ws 
memoirs were sold In advance for a 
gigantic sum to the right-wing Springer 
newspaper chain for serialization. but 
proved to be so eccentric, and indeed 
so dull, that the Springer journalist. 
were obliged to pad them out with 
apologetic notes. Their most stuffing 
page claimed that Dormant. was a 
Soviet spy and escaped to the Russians 
after the fall of Berlin, a claim for 

which Gehlen earns-cm no real mi. 
deem whatever. Gehlen, to the anenteh 
of (he Springer pram, denies of tomes 
POOR of the really Sesmational anec-
dotes about his postwar acriattles. 
Instead. be  delivers interminable, whin-
ing discourses about the internal bu-
reaucracy of the BND in ijs heed. 
quarters at Pullach, near Munich, and 
about its budget grievances. 

But Galilee's memoirs, though utter- 

y unreliable and at times deliberately 
oil/leading retain sonar historical migr-
ant. In the first place, they tell us 
something About Gehlen's world out-
look Secondly, they confirm beyond 
doubt the disgraceful unconstitutional 
campaign waged by Gehlen and his 
men against the Social Democrats and 
their "Oarponirlk," the patient effort to 
dismantle the cold war rampart. of 
legal fiction and paranoia which sepa-
rated West Germany from Eastern 
Europe.  

Gehlen's own politics, as revealed in 
this book, remain those of a moderate 
Nal. There Is, for instance, the charm-
Dietetic blindness to the torments and 
feelings of any people other than the 
Germans_ Consider this passage, in 
which Gehlen is describing the life of 
the Soviet population under Nazi occu-
pation: 

After twenty year. of arbitrary 
injustice and tenor, the reestab-
liahment of elementary human 
right, such an the dignity of men, 
liberty, justice end the 'aridity of 
property united every inhabitant 
of the Saesat Unica 	os a com- 
mon reedinees to support lb. Ger-
mans. 

Incredulous. I read this sentence 
several times. But yes, this is what 
Gehlen-who was there-says life was 
jibe for the happy Russians and Uhrain- 

tans dancing around the traveling 
sallow under the benevolent pan o 
HImmIcr and Koch, those well-known 
purveyors of liberty, justice, and the 
rights of man. Note, too, that "re-
establish." Gehlen is referring to the 
liberty and human dignity universally 
prevalent under the tsars. 

This was the man on whom the 
Americans relied for their intelligence 
picture of the Soviet Union after 1945. 
In another splendid paragraph, he ex-
plains how he was able to conclude 
that the Sofia Youth Festival of 1968 
was subversive. The "deuce publicity 
called for "the right to education and 
the democratization of education." 
These slogans. Gehlen sagely observes, 
"could only be regarded as 'proves-
srve' in the pejorative sense of the 
word. They were bound to muse the 
suspicions of the cognoscenti." 

A 11 them them books demonstrair - 
but none of their author can bring 
himself to admit -that its truth Geislen 
was a political idiot. His broad appreci-
ations, colored by fascism and Meer 
crankiness. were veOrthlem For a tone. 
ao doubt, they ware the appreciation. 
that the State Department and later 
Chancellor Adenguer wished to Mir. 
But when the cold wit began to 
diminish, governments became im-
patient with Gehlen't morbid Mew of 
the Red threat. He sank into self-pity, 
comforted only 	by 	episodes like the 
escalation of 	the Vietnam 	was lal- 
though, as he writes, even 	there the 
Americans were too squeamish: "our 
own blitz campaign in France taught 
us that a massive and crushing use of 
force always costa less casualties"), 

The BND carried on a determined 
rear-guard action against the Ostpolna, 
before and Mier Gehlen's own retire-
ment, and a large section of the 
memoirs is devoted to the "illusions 
and unsound judgements" of Social 
Democrat pobticians who do not real- 
ize that Route "understands the word 
'co-existence' in a purriy offensive 
sewn." It is rumored m Bonn that the 
BND recently played • part in subvert-
ing some of the Free Democrat depo-
ties in Chancellor Brandt's governing 
coalition, in the hope of &aroma his 
narrow majority in the Bundestag and 
bringing the Gerpolitik to an end. 

If Gehlen was a political idiot. why 
Was he hired? Something of the answer 
emerges from another absurd Gehlen 
statement, his assertion that Germany 
could have been defeated In 1939 by a 
resolute Allied attack because the 
iYehrmacht had only "1112 trainloads 
of bury artillery ammunition-epert 
from heavy field-howitzer ammuni-
tion.-  Now this statement is nonsense 
in Itself: air strength and the use of 

tank forces at that stage mattered far 
more than certain categories of ar-
tillery. But, and this Is typical of 
Gehlen, It is a silly strategic conclusion 
tacked onto a detailed and no doubt 
reliable piece of concrete information. 

Gehlen was a master of mosaic work 
and of finding out facts. He was 
tireless and exhaustive and forgot 
nothing. He was a dossier and cross-
index man, It was Gehlen's facts that 
mattered, his appreciations, even on 
brood military matters, were crude and 
often quite wrong. 

Hahne and Zolling, two journalins 
from the Hamburg magazine Dee 
Spiegel, have produced a long and 
fascinating book which bears those 
conclusion. out. Originally written as 
series In the magazine, It Is a book that 

of to have readied from some kind 
of subterranean deal with the poet-
Gehlen BND. Its new head, General 
Weasel, may hove fell that It would be 
worth giving the Splegel men arum to 
a mass or dandled detail, and even 
worth letting them blacken the repute-
tion of Reinhard Gehlen himself, if 
they would convey the final impression 
that the BND under Wessel ie 
reformed, effective, and rentrained or-
ionization which no German democrat 
need fear. 

The book begins with an excellent 
essay on German !attitudes toward 
intelligence services, pointing out that 
the public's traditional fear and dllike 
of intelligence work his historical 
grounds which no longer apply. No 
civil Intelligence service ever evolved in 
the Wilhelmine Reich; such matters 
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were kept in the hands of the military 

until, during the Lite Nazi period, they 

passed entirety Into the hand, of the 
SS. The citizenry were left with the 

impression of an arm of Mile which 

wet not only totally unaccountable 

politically but which would send its 

critic. to concentrate:Ai camps. Against 

such a background, Gehlen was re-

graded with supeutitioot ewe, and 

when the Social Democrats and Spiegel 
itaeie Finley broke the spell cut over 

the "Gehlen Orgenizetion," many Ger-

mans went so far ex to ray that thy 

secret service was thcerepatIble with s 
parliamentary democracy- 

Gehlen's best work, unmistakably, 

was his achievement under the Null as 
held of Eremite &ere Orr (FF10). 

Military and economic intelligence, 

built up from a carefully constructed 

network of aunts behind the Russian 

(inn, among Russian prisoner, of war, 

i and n radio dation' tapping Soviet 

communications, fed their data into a 
comprehensive fling system. (The best 

part of Gehlen's own boob. incidental-

ly, is the Introduction by George 

Bailey which explains the unique im-

portance of intelligence end Miff work 
to the Prussian military tradition: a 

country without natural frontiers was 

drawn to the doctrine of preventive 
war, attack es the means of defense, 

which In turn entailed precise paper.- 
then and knowledge of hostile forces.) 

But by 1945. Hitler could no Mager 
mind the pessiniletie securer), of Gel'. 

Ian's reports, and Galilee himself was 
well aerate that the war was lost. He 

and his &menthe; resolved to sell 

their entire operation to the Weetern 
Allimi who, as Gehten knew, Lacked 

proper intelligence network In Fastens 

Europe. Fee, and personnel were 
loaded up and secretly ferried ecross 

Germany to the Bavarian Alps, where 

Gelilen hod the *relives buried and 

where he *tried down to wait con-

fidently for the American. to arrive. 

His thicuintion iris niece-MU With-

in weeks of the German surrender the 

Americans were negotiating with Geh-

len_ Hahne end Zolfing observe correct-

ly that these were the first postwar 

Garman-American negotiation, of any 

kink, and that the railways, the posts, 

and the Gehlen Organization were the 

only three cogenizationa of the Third 

Reich to have survived the defeat as 

intact lithitutione In August, 1945, 
Gehlen and "nerd colleagues were 

flown secretly to Wesitingron. By July, 

1946, he was back in Germany, offi-

dilly installed among his files neat 

Frankfurt. Goblen's intentions were 

twofold: to commit the United States 

to the view that the Soviet Union 
weeded to conquer all western 

Europe. end ton be puts it hiinself) "to 

recover and reunify Germany's lost 
territories." In other worth, to reverse 

the verdict of the war with American 
rapport_ 

Ha first undertaking was to gather 

military information about the Soviet 
Union from returned prisonere of war_ 

He then estedlished a network in the 
Soviet zone of Germany. Both were at 

first extremely successful. In the Soviet 

cone—later the German Democratic 

Repubhe—Gehlen was able to recruit 

agents at the highest level. including 

Hermann Kutner, • deputy prime 

minister who enjoyed the special favor' 

of the Soviet authorities. In about 
1953, Gehlen was persuaded to be 

more ambitious and became involved 
In saltine up espionage network; with- 

in the Soviet Union and Eastern 

Europe. Armed men trained in the 

United States and ferried by British 

power boats were landed in the Baltic 

republics and even, it appears, in the 

Crimea. Meanwhile, Gehlen deveope4 
a counterespionage operation at home. 

It was on this basis that he made his 
Cow firm contact with Adenauer. 

Counterespionage was a trade which 

attracted a rabble of ex-SS men and 

Gestapo veterans to Gehlen's payroll, 
end inevitably the hunt for communist 

agents broadened Into a witch hunt 

directed against all those who criticized 

the policies of Wen German rearma-
ment In the Fifties. Thla interested 

Adenauer, who was inclined to suppose 

that anyone who appthed him. any 
Social Democrat especially, might be a 

cryptoeliolthevik, Through Globke, the 

drafter of Hiller's anti-Semitic legishe 

don who became Adestauer's faithful 

mate secretary is the Chancellery, 

Gehlen became tridimensable to Ade-

either both for his surveillance of 

political rival, and for hie supply of 

alarming intelligence appreciations 

about the Soviet Union which could be 
used to impreu the Americans. 

it It this Middle period of Gehlen's 

work, the high years of the cold war, 

that most interests Mr. Cookridge. 

Although he is less informative than 

Hithae and Zolling about Gehlen's 

early years, and inexplicably Waves out 

any reference to Gehlen's practice of 

spying on Adenauer'a political oppo-

Bents, Mr. Conkridge is full of anec-

dotes about clandestine adventures 

along the teen Curtain. He is a writer 
who has produced many ,books about 
espionage end no doubt his sources are 

Impressive. if he ociseWonelly inspires 
mistrust, perhaps this is because one 

wishes that some of his dreadful stories 
were not true. 

He states, for example, that the 

embryo of the Green Berets was a 

force of East European and Ukrainian 

refugees trained by SS veterans end 

used for parachuted operations against 

the Soviet Union. He says that Gehlen 
dispatched a large team of agents into 

Hungary when Imre Nagy took power 

in October. 1956, accompanied by "a 

welearmed shock unit from the CIA', 

private army in Germany." During the 

I953 uprising in East Germany. Re• 

cording to Cookndge. Gallen directed 
the movement of his East Berlin agents 

from street to street by radio. He used  

the facilities of Radio Free Europe, 

both the staff and the equipment, for 

his own purpose-3 whenever it suited 

bim, with the diligent support of 

American officers from the "Office of 
Policy Co-Ordination" He spied-elab-

orately On Britain end France end. 

through American military installations 

to West Germany, on the United States 

itself. 
Mr. Conkridge takes I robust, un-

critical view of the cold war. If the 

Reds get it in the neck, he cheers, zed. 

being a sportsman, be gives some 

applause to the best-managed triumphs 

of the other side. This approach mime 

borne pointee For instance, he gives a 

disagreeably lip-smacking account of 

the huge sentence handed out to 

Teodor Stczendeielore. a member of 

Polish spy ring who was the first agent 

to be tried by a West German court. It 

would have Mane Mr. Cookridge credit 

not to hunt gloated over this case. The 

'gent, like his master Colonel Kowel-

eke was a noncommunist Pole who had 

been in his country's service before the 

WO, Welt Germany was tunnies with 

the declared Intention of meting back a 

third of his country's territory. In such 

ciecseesterthee, Seezendzielore and his 

colleague' deserve some honor or at 

least understanding for whet they did. 

But In the hirer Fifties, Gehlen', 

outfit began to show signs of age. The 

Eau Germans methodically incdtrated 

and rolled up his best network' there, 

and agent after END agent eppeared at 

East Berlin press conferences to con-

fess his one. Gehlen's reporte became 

wilder and less reliable, and his arsine 

ration became dangerously cozy (Pro-
resew ire-see-Roper, In hie prefect to 

The General Woo ff Spy, point' out 
that all Intelligence services require 

constant chutes and renewal if they 

Ire nut to foseilize). There followed 

two detesters. 

In 1962, as Defense Minister, Strauss 

arranged for the arrest of the Spiegel 

editors for alleged disclosure of mili-

tary secreu, and had the Spiegel 

building searched, Galan, who disliked 

Strauss, had to some still disputed 

degree been in touch with Spiegel: 

moreover, an emissary from heed-

quarters at Pullach had helped the 

withers with the series of article, in 

question. Aderieuer had Gehlen 

brought to Bonn and, In a moment of 
fury, ordered his arrest. Gehlen, stut-

tering with terror, managed to argue  

his wily out of this, but his relation-

ship with Adenauer never recovered. 

The second disaster was the Oise 

cowry that Felfe, one of Gehlen't 

senior desk officer, at Pullach, had 

been for years en East German agent. 
Felfe was a German hero of hit times. 

lie and his occomplicea Clemens and 

Tiebel, were old SS men from Dresden, 

now In the East, who regarded both 
half-states of Germany as Impostors 

with fat wallets. In his tong career a a 
double agent, Felfe sold the East 

Germans tens of thousands of scum 
documents (confirming one suspicion 

that both Germenier knew so much 
shout each other that they are unable 

to make sense out of the now of 

information, a common intelligence 

paradox), His trial in 1963, with its 

revelations of corruption and incom-

petence, and its suggestion that Meth 

was a nature reserve for old Nazis, 

brought the whole Liberal preSe down 

on Gehlen. 

The Fells Weir was a terrible blow, 

from which Gehleres reputation neves 

recovered. While the END continued to 

subvert Middle Eastern scientists, pre-

pare "glowing pictures of Latin Ameri-

can military dictatorships," and rend 

the government intelligence digests full 
of information that ministers had al-

ready seen in their morning papers, the 
decision was gradually taken that Gele 

len must go. This itself turned into a 

long, dirty fight. Chancellor Erhard 
threw the END men out of the 

Chancellery, where they lied lodged 

them-ravel Like bets in an attic. Chan-
cellor Kiethinger ordered a full report 

into the END, which revealed among 

other feces that Gehlen had given no 

fewer than sixteen of his relation' 

posts In the service, The old mane 
Intelligesem career drew to en fanontiol-

011it clam. Ambitious to the end, he 

now runs a Protertant church mission 

In Catholic Brasil. 

But Gehlen can't be blamed for 

everything- Allied spooks, who after all 

put him at the head of the END, &ye _ 

been alm011 equally hysterical about 

the Soviet =new and the artpollok. 

Not long niter Golden retired, the CIA 
asked Pullach for surveillance on Her-

bert Welther. a Senior Social Democrat 

minister whom the CIA supposed to be 

a KGB agent (the request was thrown 

into the shredder, which al lust shows 

that the BND's sense of militicel 

realism 'Is improving). And when the 

Social Democrats came to power in 

1969, the Allied intelligence services 

temporarily stopped sharing inform,- 

doe with the BND on the assumption 

that the new government would leek it 

to East Berlin or Moscow. Suggestively, 

that story appears in the proof copy of 
Helene and Zahn's', book, but hes 

been removed from the bound copy. 

Parr of the trouble lay in the 
original deal with the Americans. They 

allowed an intelligence service to be 

headed by a professional who was 

politically illiterate. This did not mat-

ter, perhaps, while the CIA used 
Gehlen seemly es 4 'puree of raw 

information. But when he became 
A d en au er's 	full-blown 	intelligence 

chief, thin weakness was estastrophic_ 
Much extraordinary Information came 

to Gelden in the postwar years, only 

to be evaluated by middle-aged gentle-

men whose outlook on the world had 

been formed In the service of the 

Third Reich. One of the saddest com-

ments on the cold war is that such 
evaluation. coiled seem reasonable to 

the leaders of the West. 
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